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B O DY A N D M I N D

Thinking Skills
Warmer 1
Getting to know you. Draw four pictures related to your
life on the board, eg a swimmer if you like swimming, a
motorbike if your favourite possession is a motorbike,
an outline of a country that you are going to visit or
where you spent your last holiday. Students ask
questions to find out the significance of the drawings.
Give detailed answers to their questions. Students then
do the same. They draw four pictures related to their
lives. They get up and move around, asking different
students about their pictures.
Warmer 2
Me too! Each student writes down one thing they did
last weekend, one thing they did last year, one thing
they have just bought, a job they would like to do, one
thing they are going to do in the next year. The aim is
then to find other students who have the same
answers. Students move around, asking appropriate
questions, eg Did you go shopping last weekend? They
only need one match for each activity. Students race to
match all five.

MAXIMISE YOUR BRAIN POWER!
Useful information
It is true that people learn differently, and it is true that
the same person learns differently in different situations.
Therefore, we must be aware of the danger of
‘pigeonholing’ students as being a particular kind of
learner.
For this reason, the approach to learning styles taken in
Inspiration involves raising the student’s awareness of
different ways of learning, rather than saying ‘you’re this
type of learner’. This has two benefits. Firstly, by
becoming aware of their preferred learning style,
students can be encouraged to experiment with other
styles and therefore extend their learning repertoire.
Secondly, through talking about learning styles,
students gain a ‘vocabulary of learning’ so that they can
discuss the learning process and increase their
awareness of the variety of learning opportunities
available to them.
It is important to stress to students that one learning
style is not ‘better’ than another, and that successful
language learners will use a range of styles reflecting
their learning aims and circumstances.

Learning power

•
•

The aim is to get students thinking about different
ways to approach and improve their learning ability.
Introduce the topic by writing the title Maximise your
brain power! on the board and asking students to
suggest ideas for how to do this, eg some people
recommend doing crosswords, trying to read upside
down, eating eggs for breakfast.

16

Student’s Book p6

•

•
•

Students work individually to complete the
questionnaire. Point out they need to write O
(Occasionally), S (Sometimes) or U (Usually) next to
each statement. Be prepared to explain my mind’s eye
(your imagination or memory) and reflect (think about).
Students work in pairs and find out whether they learn
in similar ways. Encourage students to explain eg how
they make use of resources or work as part of a team.
Ask some students to report back to the class and
pass on any useful tips they have.
Optional activity
Students make a poster of good advice on how to learn
effectively, and display it on the wall.

Memory Building

•
•
•

Give students one minute to remember the 20 words.
Students then close their books and write down all the
words they remember.
Find out who remembered the most and what
technique they used. Point out that words are often
easiest to remember if you put them into groups (eg all
the jobs together).
Explain that the words from each unit can be found in
the Word List on page 120 of the Student’s Book.

Developing Logic

•
•

Give students one minute to read the puzzle and try to
solve it. The answer is at the bottom of the page under
Learning Styles. Be prepared to explain mouth/bed of
a river.
Point out that there are brainteasers and crosswords
like this one in the Workbook and puzzles in the
Communication Activities section.

Body and Mind

•
•

•

Ask students to work in pairs and discuss how they
study best, eg with music playing, while eating snacks.
Students read the text. Ask students to close their
books and summarise it with their partner and to say
whether they think they will try this. If possible, allow
students to try out the ‘walking meditation’ technique in
the classroom!
‘Walking meditation’ is a technique inspired by The
Language Teacher’s Voice by Alan Maley (Macmillan
Heinemann, 2000).
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LEARNING STYLES

•
•

•

The aim is for students to gain awareness of their
language learning style(s) in order to help them learn
more effectively and enable them to choose the most
appropriate style for different tasks.
Ask students to read the four learning styles and put a
tick next to any statements which are true for them. By
counting the number of ticks in each learning style,
students should be able to see which type of learner
they are. It will probably also show them that they
have elements of other learning styles and this will
encourage them to try different ways of learning.
Show students Your Choice! on page 17 of the
Student’s Book and tell them that they can choose
their preferred learning style or experiment by
choosing another one.
Optional activities
• With their books closed, students try to remember
as much as possible about their learning style,
writing three sentences in their notebooks about
how they learn best.
• Students scan through the first unit of the book and
identify an exercise or activity which they think will
particularly suit their learning style.

17
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1 It doesn’t matter
Grammar
Verbs not usually used in
continuous forms
Function
Talking about food and drink

Student’s Book p8
comes from tap water. And do you realise that bottled
water can cost up to 10,000 times more than tap water?

Pronunciation
Syllable stress
Vocabulary
Food and drink

Optional aids
Exercise 8 Optional activity: example food diary.
Follow-up activity 3: small blank cards.
Warmer 1
Students stand up. Starting with the student on the far
left and then one after the other, each student says the
name of a food or a drink. If they can’t think of one
quickly enough or repeat one that has been said before
then they sit down. The winning student is the one left
standing. Set a rhythm by asking the students to clap
their hands. Each student has five claps to say a word.
Warmer 2
Write the headings meat, fish, dairy produce,
vegetables, fruit, drink on the board. Ask students for
one example for each column. In pairs, students race to
add another three words to each group. The winning
team is the first to finish. Write all the ideas on the
board. Check comprehension and pronunciation by
giving a translation for a word and asking students to
say the word in English.

2
F

A vegetarian diet is the healthiest.
It depends. Vegetarian diets can be very healthy. But if
your vegetarian diet consists of chips and biscuits, then
that’s a different matter. Make sure that your diet
includes food with the protein, vitamins and minerals
you normally get from meat.

3
E

Eating cheese gives you nightmares.
It’s not what you eat but when you eat that matters.
Scientists agree that it’s not a good idea to eat just
before you go to bed. You can’t relax properly while
you’re digesting food.

4
C

Dried fruit is not as healthy as fresh fruit.
As part of a balanced diet we need to eat at least five
portions of different fruit and vegetables a day. It
doesn’t matter whether they are fresh, frozen, tinned or
dried (but fruit juice only counts as one portion a day).
The only thing which dried fruit lacks, and fresh fruit
has, is vitamin C, but both are equally healthy.

5
D

Margarine contains less fat than butter.
It often seems from advertising that this is true.
However, while butter and margarine contain different
kinds of fat, they both contain a similar amount of fat.

6

A food label which includes the words ‘low fat’
indicates a healthy choice.
Not at all. ‘Low’ products must contain 25% less fat
than usual, so people suppose that they are OK. But
these types of food are often very high in fat to start
with. So a ‘low fat’ product can still have quite a high
amount of fat.

G

1 Opener

•

The aim is to set the scene for the texts in exercise 2
and review or pre-teach some of the vocabulary. Ask
students to look at the picture. Ask Where are they?
What are they eating? Is this food good or bad for
you? Why? Ask students to discuss the personal
questions in pairs/small groups. Ask some groups to
report back to the class. Make sure students
understand contains fat/protein/sugar/vitamins and
minerals, healthy.

7
B

8
A

2 Reading

•

•

Students read the eight statements and put a tick by
them if they think they are true and a cross by them if
they think they are false. Be prepared to
explain/translate pure, dried fruit, a label, a diet drink.
In pairs, students compare their ideas.
Students read the text and match the statements with
the texts. Students then listen and check their
answers.
Recording and answers
1 Bottled water is purer than tap water.
H This is a popular myth. Although some people think that
bottled water tastes or smells better, there’s nothing to
prove that it’s always purer than tap water. In fact, in
the USA it’s believed that 25–30% of bottled water

18

Neither fruit juice nor diet drinks are bad for your
teeth.
In fact both are. Fruit juice contains sugar, which can
damage your teeth. Diet drinks are often acidic, which
means that they can cause tooth decay. The best drinks
for your teeth are water or milk.
Experts disagree with each other about what healthy
eating is.
In fact, the main messages about healthy eating have
stayed the same for some time. For example, 15 years
ago experts were saying that we should reduce the
amount of fat that we eat. And over 50 years ago they
were emphasising the importance of fruit and
vegetables. They appear to disagree because the media
often exaggerate when reporting scientific research.

3 Comprehension

•

•

Students read the questions and then read the texts
again more carefully. They compare answers in pairs.
Encourage them to work out the meaning of new
words from context and ignore words which are not
necessary to complete the exercise. Be prepared to
explain/translate myth, exaggerate, digest.
Check the answers orally with the whole class.
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Answers
1 None of the statements are true, seven are false,
statement 2 could be true or false.
2 Because the media often exaggerate when reporting
scientific research.
3 We should reduce the amount of fat that we eat.
4 It makes us believe that margarine contains less fat
than butter.
5 Because you can’t relax properly while you are
digesting food.
6 Chips and biscuits.
7 They think they are OK because they contain 25% less
fat than usual. They are wrong because these types of
food are often very high in fat to start with.
8 They think it tastes and smells better.
Optional activity
Ask students to note all the two-word expressions
related to food in the text, eg healthy eating, fruit juice,
diet drinks, fresh fruit, dried fruit, balanced diet, bottled
water.

Optional activities
• Fast finishers write sentences using the other verbs.
• Write the verbs in the texts on the board. Books
closed, in pairs, students try to recall the original
sentences.

6 Speaking

•
•
•

Optional activity
Fast finishers discuss further statements, eg Eating
meat is good for you. Teenagers aren’t worried about
healthy eating.

4 Grammar

•
•

Ask students to look at the Grammar box and to
complete the sentences. Confident students can
complete first and then check, while others can look
back at exercise 2 and then complete.
Students turn to page 109 of the Grammar Summary
to check their answers.
Answers
Fruit juice contains sugar.
It often seems that this is true.
It doesn’t matter whether they are fresh, frozen, …
People suppose that they are OK.
They think that bottled water tastes better.

•

Highlight that verbs referring to states (eg contain,
matter, suppose, think) or senses (eg taste) are not
usually used in the continuous form.
Optional activity
With a confident group, show students that some of
these verbs can be used in the continuous form but the
meaning is different: Write on the board I don’t think I
eat enough vegetables, I’m thinking of changing my
diet. Ask students to identify the difference in meaning
(the first is an opinion, the second is a current plan).

7 Pronunciation

•

Recording and answers
biscuit bottled fiction label nightmare portion
product protein
  contain decay depend digest prefer reduce relax
suppose



•

Answers
agree, disagree, appear, believe, consist, contain, depend,
include, lack, matter, mean, need, realise, seem, smell,
suppose, taste, think



Optional activity
Students race to find two more examples of the two
patterns in this lesson (eg   healthy, sugar, water,
message, promise   amount, include, appear,
consist, discuss).

8 Speaking

5 Grammar Practice
The aim is to introduce more examples of verbs not
usually used in the continuous form and look at how
some of them are used in context.
Students find the verbs in the texts.

Write biscuit on the board and elicit the number of
syllables and where the main stress falls. Do the same
with contain. In pairs, students practise saying the
words and decide which column to write them in.
Play the recording for students to listen and check.
Play the recording again, pausing after each word for
students to repeat.

•

•
•

Students read the statements. Check students
understand to lose weight (to get thinner), to skip a
meal (to not have a meal), junk food (food which is
unhealthy, eg chips, crisps).
Give students a few minutes to think about their
answers and how to use the verbs from exercise 5 in
their answers. Allow them to note the verbs they are
going to use but not to write complete sentences.
Give students five minutes to discuss the statements
with their partner. Monitor and help/correct as
necessary.

•
•

Give students five minutes to make notes for their food
diary. Ask them to start 24 hours ago and note
everything they have eaten and drunk since then. Be
prepared to help with vocabulary.
Students use the example conversation to help them
discuss their food diaries. Monitor and help/correct as
necessary.
Ask some students to report back on their discussions.
Ask them to say whether their partner’s diet is similar
to theirs and who has the healthier diet.
Optional activity
With a less confident group, use your own food diary
(real or invented!) for the last 24 hours as a model.
Encourage students to ask you questions.
19
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B O DY A N D M I N D
9 Writing

•

•

•
•

Tell students they are going to write a paragraph about
healthy food and junk food. Ask students for one
advantage and one disadvantage of each, eg Healthy
food contains vitamins and minerals so it’s good for
you, but it doesn’t taste as good as junk food.
Give students ten minutes to write their paragraph.
Remind them to use at least five of the verbs in
exercise 5. Monitor and note examples of good
language and errors. Fast finishers can think of a
suitable title for their paragraph.
Read out the examples of good language and errors
and ask students to identify and correct the errors.
Write the corrections on the board for students to
copy.
Ask students to read another student’s paragraph and
comment on whether they agree or disagree.
Optional activity
Students will regularly be asked to write a paragraph
on a topical issue. Establish the idea of a class
magazine which will include the best four or five
paragraphs on each topic. Ask students to choose a
name for the magazine. Students choose four or five
of the paragraphs they have written on healthy food
and junk food for the magazine page ‘Our opinions on
eating habits today’. They could choose them because
they are well-written or easy to read or because
together they present a variety of opinions.
Follow-up activities
• Memory test: Students close their books. Tell
students that they saw 32 verbs in this lesson which
are not usually used in the continuous. In teams,
students have two minutes to write down as many
of the verbs as possible.

20

•

•

In groups, students design a public information
poster about healthy eating. They could decide
whether to focus on one piece of advice, eg eating
five portions of fruit and vegetables a day, or warn
people about the things they should not do. They
choose a title for the poster and illustrate it. If
possible, display the posters in the classroom.
Students start a Vocabulary box. Encourage
students to look back through the lesson for new
words and expressions they’ve learnt. They write
these on cards with a definition, translation,
illustration or example sentence on the other side.

Homework
Students write a letter of complaint about the food in a
restaurant. They can complain about the selection of food
or about the quality of the food. Ask them to include at
least five of the verbs in exercise 5.
Weblink
Students may like to visit this website where they can
read about healthy living and do a quiz to find how
much they know about healthy eating:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/cbbcnews/hi/specials/
healthy_living/default.stm

Revision and Extension p17
Grammar Summary p109
Workbook Unit 1 Lesson 1 pp2–3
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2 What’s it for?
Grammar
Gerund as subject
by/for + gerund
after/before + participle clause
Function
Describing objects and saying
what they’re for
Describing a sequence of
events

Student’s Book p10
your phone and winding it up. A three-minute wind
gives you about eight minutes of talking time, so you
can stay in touch wherever you are. Keep one in your
bag and never worry about the ‘flat battery’ beep
again.

Pronunciation
Linking consonant sounds
Vocabulary
Household objects
Kitchen equipment
Recipe

Optional aids
Warmer 1: cards with words to define.
Warmer 1
Write the following verbs from Lesson 1 on the board:
contain, know, like, love, need, prefer, remember, see,
seem, smell, sound, taste, think, want. Tell students
they can only say sentences that use one of these
verbs. Demonstrate by asking them to define sugar, eg
I like this, fruit juice and cakes contain this, I know it is
bad for my teeth. Students do the same in pairs. Give
each student two words to define. They can only say
sentences that use one of the verbs. Their partner
guesses the word. (Possible words to define: car,
English, beach, ice-cream.)
Warmer 2
Game: What am I? Students work in teams. Tell students
that you are thinking of a thing that you find in the house
(eg a spoon). They have to guess what it is but each
team only has one guess. If their guess is wrong, they
are out. They can ask questions about the thing but you
can only answer yes or no. Each team takes it in turn to
either ask a question or guess the object.

1 Opener

•

The aim is to give the context for the text in exercise 2.
Check students understand gadget (a small useful
machine or tool). Students look at the photos and
guess what these gadgets do. Accept all suggestions.

2 Reading

•

Students match the photos to the texts. Play the
recording. Students listen and check their predictions.
Recording and answers
1 Photo E: This looks like a door key, but in fact it’s a
clever gadget for opening bottles. Keep this bottle
opener on your key ring, and you’ll never be thirsty
again when you’re out and about. But when you come
home, don’t try to open your front door with it!
2

3

Photo B: Do you like making toasted sandwiches?
Then this sandwich toaster is the answer. It produces
perfect toasted sandwiches and it’s small enough to fit
in a kitchen drawer. It comes with lots of delicious
recipes and you can use it at home, on the barbecue, or
when you go camping.

4

Photo C: An ordinary alarm clock wakes you up, but
Clocky is a furry alarm clock on wheels that also makes
sure you get out of bed. When the alarm goes off and
you press the snooze button, the clock rolls off the
bedside table onto the floor and finds a place to hide.
When the alarm clock sounds again, you have to get out
of bed and look for it, so you are fully awake before
turning it off. Clocky’s 25-year-old inventor, Ms Gauri
Nanda, is a student – she came up with the idea after
struggling to get up in the morning.

5

Photo A: Walking 10,000 steps a day (as recommended
by experts) is great fun with this talking pedometer!
Clip it onto your hip – on a belt or pocket – and it
counts your footsteps. Press a button, and it will speak,
telling you the number of steps you’ve taken, the
distance you’ve travelled, and the current time. And you
can listen to the radio while you walk!

3 Comprehension

•
•

Students read the sentences and then read the texts
again and decide if they are true or false.
Check the answers before students correct the false
sentences. Encourage students to work out the
meaning of new words from context. Be prepared to
explain/translate plug in/into, wind something up.
Answers
1 False. The bottle opener looks like a key.
2 True.
3 False. You can charge the battery by winding up the
phone charger.
4 False. It’s for toasting sandwiches.
5 True.
6 False. Experts recommend walking 10,000 steps a day.
7 False. It’s for counting your footsteps.
8 True.
Optional activity
Individually, students put the five gadgets in order from
the one they would most like to have to the one they
would least like to have. Students compare their order
with their partner and explain their choices.

Photo D: Keeping in touch is easy with this magic
mobile phone charger. When your mobile battery is flat,
you can get more power by plugging the charger into
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4 Grammar
Useful information
For most practical purposes we consider -ing forms of
the verb as one grammatical class. For simplicity, you
may choose to present the grammar in this way and not
draw attention to the distinction between a gerund and
a participle clause.
The gerund and the present participle are different in
function but not in form. When the -ing form can be
replaced in a sentence by a noun it is a gerund (eg He
likes singing, Walking is good for you). When the -ing
form is part of the verb or functions like a verb it is a
present participle (eg I’m studying, I saw him dancing).
A participle can be put together with other words to
form a participle clause. They are usually reduced
adverbial or relative clauses. In the case of before or
after + participle clause, it is a reduced adverbial clause
(before turning it off/before you turn it off).

•
•

Answers
1 Alarm clocks are for waking people up.
2 Before going to sleep, I set my alarm clock.
3 Counting sheep can help you go to sleep.
4 You unlock the door by turning the key clockwise.
5 Cooking a meal is easy if you follow a recipe.
6 I often feel sleepy after eating a big meal.
7 Listening to English radio programmes is a good idea.
8 You keep fit by taking regular exercise.
Optional activity
Fast finishers make other similar sentences, eg Before
coming to school, I…, Learning English is easy if you … .

6 Vocabulary

•

Ask students to look at the Grammar box. Students
complete the sentences. Confident students can
complete first and then check, while others can look
back at exercise 2 and then complete.
Students turn to page 109 of the Grammar Summary
to check their answers.

Recording and answers
1 tin opener
2 frying pan
3 corkscrew
4 coffee maker
5 toaster
6 bread knife
7 kettle
8 cheese grater

Answers
Keeping in touch is easy.
Walking 10,000 steps a day is great fun.
You can get more power by plugging the charger into
your phone.
It’s a clever gadget for opening bottles.

•

She came up with the idea after struggling to get up
in the morning.
You are fully awake before turning it off.

•

Highlight that:
– the gerund (verb + -ing) is used when a verb (eg
keep, walk) is used as a noun, for example as the
subject of a sentence or after a preposition, such
as by and for.
– after the words before and after the present
participle, which is the same in form as the
gerund, can replace subject + verb, ie She came
up with the idea after she struggled to … or after
struggling to … . This is only possible when the
subject of the two clauses in the sentence is the
same, ie it would not be possible in the sentence:
She came up with the idea after her brother
struggled to get up in the morning.
Optional activity
Students make sentences describing the five gadgets,
starting It’s a clever gadget for … .

5 Grammar Practice

•
•

Students complete the sentences. Do the first one
together as an example.
Check the answers by asking different students to say
the completed sentences.

22

Students match the words and items in the photo and
then listen to check. Play the recording again, pausing
for students to repeat the words.

Ask two students to read the example question and
answer. Students continue in pairs. Monitor and help
as necessary. Be prepared to explain/translate slice.
Optional activity
Say different things you find in a house, eg a
newspaper. Give students the sentence head It can be
used for … . Students work in pairs/small groups and
race to think of five different uses, eg for finding out
what’s on TV, for hitting insects, for putting on the floor
when you clean your shoes etc. Other suitable
household items might be: a glass, a cushion, a spoon.

7 Pronunciation

•

Students look at the words in the box and predict how
they are said. Play the recording. Ask students what
happens to the pronunciation when the two words are
said together (the final sound of the first word more or
less disappears). Play the recording again, pausing for
students to repeat.
Recording and answers
front door
eight˘minutes
battery
flat ˘
˘ table
bedside
fun
great ˘
steps
foot ˘
˘ time
current
knife
bread ˘
screw
cork ˘

˘
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Optional activity
Students try to put three of the expressions in one
sentence which makes sense, eg Why are the
corkscrew and the bread knife on the bedside table?
They read their sentence to a partner. Ask some
students to read their sentences to the group.

8 Listening

•
•
•

Students look at the recipe. Ask Do you eat/like
spaghetti? Do you know how to make Spaghetti
Carbonara?
Students read the instructions and put them in order.
Encourage students to work out new vocabulary, eg
stir, chop, sprinkle, drain from the context.
Students then listen to check their answers.
Recording
Spaghetti Carbonara Serves 4
Ingredients: 350g spaghetti, 175g bacon, 2 medium onions,
50ml olive oil, 50ml white wine, 4 eggs, 100ml cream, 100g
grated Parmesan cheese, salt.
Chop the onions and bacon into small pieces. Heat the oil
in a frying pan and fry the onions and bacon slowly until
the onions are almost clear. Add the white wine and turn
down the heat.
Meanwhile, boil 3–4 litres of water in a saucepan. Put the
spaghetti in the boiling water, add salt and stir for a few
seconds. While the pasta is cooking, use a fork to beat the
eggs and cream together in a bowl, and then add half the
Parmesan cheese.
When the pasta is cooked, drain it and add the onions and
bacon. Then stir in the egg, cream and cheese mixture.
Sprinkle with the rest of the Parmesan cheese and serve
immediately.
Answers
1 C
2 H
3 D
4 A
5 G
6 I
7 F
8 B
9 E
Optional activity
Before the listening activity, set the scene by writing the
following questions on the board for students to discuss
in pairs: Do you like cooking? What dishes can you
cook? Who does most of the cooking in your house?
Do you think it’s important to be able to cook?

10 Writing

•
•
•

•
•

Ask students to write down the name of one of their
favourite dishes and list the ingredients. Be prepared
to help with vocabulary. If some students have chosen
the same dish, they could work together.
In pairs, students discuss how to make their dishes
and think about the order in which they prepare the
ingredients.
Ask students to identify useful time expressions in
the Spaghetti Carbonara recipe and see how they
are used: meanwhile, then, until, when, while,
before/after + -ing. Elicit that the imperative form of
the verb is used for a recipe.
Students write their recipe. Monitor and help/correct as
necessary.
Students exchange recipes and decide if they could
make the dishes. They could also try to make them at
home and report back on their success!
Follow-up activities
• In teams, students invent a gadget. Encourage
them to think about things that are difficult to do or
take a long time, and invent a gadget to solve the
problem, eg a gadget to find your house keys, a
gadget to massage your feet. They draw a picture
of the gadget, say what it is for and how to use it.
Each team then presents their gadget to the class
and the class vote on the best gadget.
• Guess the activity. Students think of an activity,
eg going to bed. Students say what they do before
and after the activity, eg Before doing this, I get into
my pyjamas. After doing this I sometimes read a
book. Their partner guesses the activity.

Homework
Students write about one or two gadgets in their own
home. They say what they are used for, how they work
and when they are used, eg before/after …-ing. They
could also include other information, eg who uses it most,
who bought it, how much it cost, how old it is.
Weblink
Students may like to visit this website where they can
invent their own gadget, say what it’s for and then send
it to a friend:
http://www.kidscom.com/create/gadgetmaker/
gadgetmaker.html

Revision and Extension p17
Grammar Summary p109
Workbook Unit 1 Lesson 2 pp4–5

9 Speaking

•

Draw students’ attention to the examples. Students
continue in pairs, checking their answers to exercise
8. Monitor and help/correct as necessary.
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3 When people expect to get better …
Student’s Book p12
Grammar
Verb + gerund or infinitive
Function
Talking about illness and
medicine

Pronunciation
Weak forms
Vocabulary
Health
Illness and treatment

Optional aids
Warmer 2: the names of common illnesses written on
cards.
Exercise 9 Optional activity: small blank cards for the
Vocabulary box.
Follow-up activities: a copy of the Find Someone Who
chart for each student (see page 26).
Warmer 1
Game: Word race. Tell students the topic of the lesson
is health and medicine. Write medicine vertically down
the board. Ask students to copy it into their books. In
pairs/small groups students race to think of one word
for each letter. The words must be connected with
health and medicine, eg
AMB U L A NC E
HE ADACHE
DOC T OR
P I LL
CURE
HOS P I T A L
NURS E
ACC I DEN T
Warmer 2
Game: Mime the medical problem. Organise the
students into teams. One student from each team
comes to the front. Show them a card with a common
problem written on it. They mime the problem for their
team. The first team to shout the correct word wins a
point. Possible words include: headache, high
temperature, sore throat, toothache, broken arm/leg, flu.
Useful information
Alternative medicine includes acupuncture, chiropractic
(the treatment of diseases by adjusting a person’s joints,
especially those in the back), herbal treatments,
homeopathy (a system of treating diseases in which ill
people are given very small amounts of natural
substances which, in healthy people, would produce the
same effects as the diseases produce), massage,
meditation, and osteopathy (the treatment of injuries to
bones and muscles using pressure and movement).

1 Opener

•

The aim is to set the scene for the text in exercise 2.
Use the photo of acupuncture to pre-teach
acupuncture, needles, alternative medicine. Discuss
the questions with the whole class.
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2 Reading

•

Students look at the title of the article and predict what
the text will be about. Students then read and listen to
see if they were right.
Recording
Alternative Medicine – Is it all in the mind?
Much so-called alternative medicine is at best harmless and
at worst dangerous.
My father took herbal medicine when he tried to stop
smoking last year. It didn’t work. But that’s probably his
fault, because he didn’t remember to take it every day.
Research shows that patients who tried having acupuncture
for bad headaches had fewer headaches, and saw the doctor
less often, than those who didn’t try it.
I remember going to the doctor for my first acupuncture
session. I pretended to be calm, although I couldn’t help
feeling nervous! I didn’t exactly enjoy having acupuncture,
but it didn’t hurt and the next day my back was much better.
One in five people in the UK choose to use alternative
medicine every year.
Alternative medicine may be news, but it’s not new. It’s
modern medicine that is new – for example, the first
synthetic drug, aspirin, only dates from 1899. But
alternative medicine goes back thousands of years.
Acupuncture, inserting fine needles at selected points in the
body, was used in China over 2,000 years ago and keeps
growing in popularity. Herbal medicine, treating illness and
pain with natural remedies, is the oldest system of medicine
in the world. Herbalists are prepared to spend more time
than modern doctors with patients so they can treat them as
individuals.
And what’s next? ‘Acupuncture-in-a-pill’! A company in
Singapore expects to identify the gene responsible for
acupuncture healing soon. It will then make a pill for people
who want to avoid having acupuncture because they can’t
stand the thought of all those needles.
A recent TV programme on alternative medicine showed a
young Chinese woman having open-heart surgery without a
general anaesthetic – but with acupuncture. There seemed
to be no doubt that the acupuncture stopped the woman
feeling pain. Later the programme showed how the needles
appeared to change the brain’s reaction to pain.
Then there’s the ‘placebo’ effect. In a major trial in the USA
a group of patients had a normal operation for bad knee
pain. Another group of patients with knee pain also believed
they had operations. But in fact all the surgeon did was cut
the knee open and close it again. Both groups had the same
positive results from their ‘operations’. In other words, the
effect of real and fake operations was the same.
So what does this experiment tell us about medicine? Simply
this: when people expect to get better they often do.
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Optional activity
Write the following paragraph summaries in jumbled
order on the board. As students read and listen they put
them in the order of the text: (in order) Personal
comments about alternative medicine, A very old
system of medicine, Future developments, Acupuncture
and the brain, All you need to do is believe.

They tried having acupuncture: Did they make an
effort? (No) Was it an experiment for them? (Yes)
– He didn’t remember to take it: Which action
happened first? (he didn’t remember)
– I remember going to the doctor: Which action
happened first? (going to the doctor)
Point out that forget is rarely used with the gerund
except when the sentence starts I’ll never forget/I’ve
never forgotten ….
–

•

3 Comprehension

•

•

Optional activity
Write the following sentence heads on the board: I tried
to …, I tried + -ing …, I remembered/didn’t remember
to …, I remember/don’t remember + -ing … . Students
write true sentences about themselves. Do an example
with the students first, eg I tried to call my friend last
night. I tried calling his parents’ house but he wasn’t
there. I remembered to lock my door this morning. I
remember arriving at this school for the first time.

Students read the sentences and then read the texts
again more carefully and decide if they are true or
false. Check the answers before correcting the false
sentences. Encourage students to work out the
meaning of new words from context. Be prepared to
explain/translate open-heart surgery, a general
anaesthetic.
When checking answers, ask students where they
found each answer in the text.
Answers
1 False. They saw the doctor less often.
2 True.
3 True.
4 True.
5 True.
6 True.
7 True.
8 False. The effects were the same.
Optional activities
• In pairs, students write further comprehension
questions, eg What percentage of people in the UK
use alternative medicine? Pairs exchange their
questions and answer from memory.
• Define some of the words in the text, eg it’s a drug
that stops you feeling pain. Students scan the text
and say the right word when they find it
(anaesthetic).

5 Grammar Practice

•

Answers
Verb + gerund: avoid, couldn’t help, keep, stop
Verb + infinitive: appear, choose, expect, pretend, seem,
want
Optional activity
With a confident class, explain that stop can also be
followed by the infinitive to express purpose, eg He
stopped (doing something) to have lunch.

6 Grammar Practice

•

4 Grammar

•

•

Ask a student to read out the introduction in the
Grammar box. Students complete the sentences.
Confident students can complete first and then check,
while others can look back at exercise 2 and then
complete.
Students turn to page 109 of the Grammar Summary
to check their answers.
Answers
Patients who tried having acupuncture …
He tried to stop smoking last year.
I remember going to the doctor.
He didn’t remember to take it every day.

•
•

Highlight the change in meaning depending on
whether the infinitive or the gerund is used.
Check students understand by asking questions about
the examples:
– He tried to stop smoking: Did he make an effort to
stop? (Yes)

The aim is to revise/teach which verbs are followed by
the gerund and which by the infinitive. With a confident
class, ask students to complete the chart first and then
check their answers by finding the verbs in exercise 2.

•

Students read the paragraph and answer the question
How did the doctor become interested in alternative
medicine? (He/She visited China and saw a woman
having an operation without anaesthetic.)
Students complete the text and then compare their
answers in pairs. Check answers by asking different
students to read the sentences to the class.
Answers
1 travelling
2 going
3 to see
4 to be
5 thinking
6 to take
7 to find
8 telling
9 to discuss
Optional activity
Write the answers on the board. Books closed, students
try to recreate the story using the verbs.
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7 Speaking

11 Writing

•

•

•

Students look at the three situations. With a less
confident class, do the first situation as a whole class.
Be prepared to teach/translate risk + gerund.
Students complete the sentences. Monitor and help as
necessary. They compare their ideas with a partner.

Tell students they are going to write a paragraph giving
their opinion on alternative medicine. Give students a
few minutes to re-read the text in exercise 2 and make
a list of the advantages and disadvantages of
alternative medicine.
Students use the list and their notes from exercise 10
to write their paragraph. Monitor and note examples of
good language and errors. Write these on the board
and ask students to identify and correct the errors. Ask
students to check their writing, adding expressions and
correcting mistakes.

•

8 Pronunciation

•
•
•

Write at, of, for, to on the board and ask the students
how they are pronounced. Students are likely to say
the strong form of these words: /œt/, /Åv/, /fO…/, /tu…/.
Students look at the expressions in the box. Play the
recording and ask students to listen carefully to the
pronunciation of these four words.
Highlight the weak form of the four words: /´t/, /´v/,
/f´/, /t´/. Play the recording again, pausing for students
to repeat.
Recording
at best … at worst …
remember to take it
acupuncture for headaches
a pill for people
pretend to be calm
thousands of years
at selected points
system of medicine
appeared to change
a group of patients

Optional activity
Students choose four or five paragraphs to make up the
magazine page ‘Our opinions on alternative medicine’.
This page could be added to the class magazine.
Follow-up activities
• Find Someone Who. Give a copy of this chart to
each student:
Find someone who
remembers meeting … for the first time
loves playing …
has pretended to be …
chose to watch … on TV last night
promised to do something and then forgot
forgot to … this morning
has tried to watch a film in English
wants to … tomorrow

9 Vocabulary

•
•
•

The aim is to improve students’ vocabulary learning
skills by encouraging them to relate new words to one
another and to words they already know.
Students copy the word map and then work in pairs to
add as many words as they can. Point out that they
can use words from this lesson and any other words
they know related to medicine.
Ask students to compare word maps with other groups
and add any new words to their own map.
Optional activities
• Students copy the vocabulary onto cards, putting a
definition, translation, illustration or example
sentence on the back for the Vocabulary box.
• Give students vocabulary to organise, eg herbal
medicine, headache, backache, general
anaesthetic, pill, aspirin, drugs, surgery,
pharmacy/chemist’s, prescription, injection,
homeopathy.

10 Speaking

•
•

Students read the example dialogue. Ask students for
possible questions to ask, eg Do you think modern
medicine works? Do you think alternative medicine
has any advantages? Would you try it?
Students interview three other students and record
their answers. Ask some students to report back.
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•

Name

Students complete the sentences. They then move
round the classroom, asking the appropriate
question until they find someone who says yes.
They write the student’s name next to the sentence.
Role play: In pairs, students invent a short dialogue
between a patient and a doctor. The doctor is
recommending alternative medicine. The patient
can be happy with this, or confused, or not believe
in alternative medicine. Students practise the
dialogue and act it out for the class. Write these
questions on the board for the listeners: What is the
matter with the patient? What exactly does the
doctor recommend? Is the patient happy with this?

Homework
• Students write six true sentences about themselves
using six of the verbs from the lesson followed by the
gerund or infinitive.
• Students make a wordsearch puzzle of ten words
related to medicine.
Weblink
Students can find out more about alternative medicine
here:
http://www.open2.net/alternativemedicine/index.html

Revision and Extension p17
Grammar Summary p109
Workbook Unit 1 Lesson 3 pp6–7
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4 Integrated Skills

Discussing and correcting information
Student’s Book p14

Skills
Reading Matching statements
and paragraphs: Reality Check
Listening Noting details: beliefs
Speaking Correcting
information
Writing Writing a paragraph
discussing the truth of a
statement

Learner independence
Thinking skills
Word creation: noun and
adjective suffixes
Vocabulary
Popular beliefs
Natural events
Useful expressions

Warmer 1
If you set the homework suggested in the previous
lesson, students exchange wordsearch puzzles and
race to find the ten words.
Warmer 2
True or false? Write the following sentence on the
board: In the USA about half of all bottled water comes
from tap water. Students recall whether this is true or
false (according to the article in Lesson 1, it’s false, it’s
about a quarter). Ask students to look back at the first
three lessons and write two sentences which are true
and one which is false. Students exchange sentences
and try to identify and correct the false statement.

1 Opener

•

Students read the statements and match them with
the photos. Encourage students to work out the
meaning of new words using the photos. Check
understanding of lightning, to strike and visible.
Answers
A Spinach is a great source of iron.
B Flying is the safest way to travel.
C The Great Wall of China is the only man-made
structure visible from the moon.
D Lightning never strikes the same place twice.
E You get less wet by running in the rain rather than
walking.
F It takes seven years to digest chewing gum.

•

Ask students whether they think the statements are
true or false.

Reading
2

•
•

Encourage students to read for general understanding.
Students then listen and check their answers.
Check how many of the statements are true (Flying is
the safest way to travel). Ask students whether they
guessed right. What information do they find
surprising?

Recording
Reality Check
Lightning never strikes the same place twice.
This is a famous saying, but is it a fact? On the contrary,
lightning frequently hits the same place more than once.
This is particularly true of high places – the Empire State
Building in New York is struck 100 times every year on
average, and in one storm it was struck 15 times in 15
minutes. The building is even designed as a lightning
conductor to stop lightning hitting other buildings.
Spinach is a great source of iron.
Popeye claimed his strength came from this vegetable, but it
isn’t a particularly good source of iron. In fact, it contains
an acid which stops the body absorbing most of the iron.
However, it is a rich source of healthy things such as
vitamins A, C and E.
It takes seven years to digest chewing gum.
This idea was probably made up to stop children
swallowing gum, but it’s nonsense. It may be a bit more
difficult to break down than other things we eat, but actually
it doesn’t take very long to digest.
You get less wet by running in the rain rather than walking.
This is a myth. People believe that fewer raindrops land on
them if they run because they spend less time in the rain.
But in reality you can get wetter by running, because more
rain hits your chest when you run than when you walk. On
the other hand, if you run to the nearest shelter you will get
less wet. Of course, carrying an umbrella is the best way to
avoid getting wet!
Flying is the safest way to travel.
This is probably true. Many people are afraid of flying
because they believe it’s risky, but statistics show that it’s
safer than crossing the road, and there is a greater chance
of accidents in other forms of transport. However, the
chances of surviving a plane crash are low.
The Great Wall of China is the only man-made structure
visible from the moon.
This is a common belief, but it’s false. Astronauts in space
can see the Great Wall before leaving the earth’s orbit, as
well as several other things like airports, motorways, and
even bridges. But the truth is that the famous landmark is
not visible from the moon.
Answers
1 It takes seven years to digest chewing gum.
2 The Great Wall of China is the only man-made
structure visible from the moon.
3 Flying is the safest way to travel.
4 Spinach is a great source of iron.
5 You get less wet by running in the rain rather than
walking.
6 Lightning never strikes the same place twice.
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Optional activities
• In pairs/groups, students write five comprehension
questions. They exchange their questions with
another group and try to answer from memory.
• Students find five new words in the article. They
check the meaning in a dictionary, if possible an
English-English dictionary, and write the definitions for
the five words. Students exchange their definitions
and identify their partner’s words in the text.

learning a language – even sleeping. We don’t use all
our muscles at the same time, so why should we use all
of our brain at the same time?
Answers
All three statements are false.

5

•
3

•

The aim is to raise students’ awareness of the use of
general nouns and pronouns to link ideas in a text.
Point out that there is one from each paragraph. Do
the first one together as an example.

•

Answers
1 chewing gum
2 the Great Wall of China
3 flying
4 spinach
5 people
6 the Empire State Building

Answers
1
5,000 years is about six billion
100,000 years ago
over 60 billion
2
the food we eat
milk, tea, fruit juice and other soft drinks
drink regularly
3
that most of the brain is used at one time or another during
a normal day
for example, reading, taking exercise, watching TV, listening
to music, learning a language – even sleeping
why should we use all of our brain at the same time?

Listening
4

•
•

The aim is to develop listening for detail. Give students
time to read through the notes. Point out that more
than one word is needed to complete the sentences.
In pairs, students briefly discuss any answers they
remember.
Students listen again to complete the notes. Students
compare their answers in pairs. If necessary, play the
recording again, pausing after each answer.

In pairs/small groups, students discuss the three
statements. Ask some students to report back on their
ideas.
Students listen to check their ideas. The aim here is to
develop gist listening skills so students only need to
know whether the statements are true or false.

Optional activity
There are three incomplete sentences for each section.
Label them ABC. Students work in groups of three. Each
student in the group listens for the information to
complete one of the sentences for each section, eg one
student listens and completes all the A sentences.
Students then exchange their information with their group
to form a complete set of notes. Play the recording again
for students to check each other’s sentences.

Recording
1 The number of people alive today is greater than the
number who have ever died.
A lot of people say this, but it isn’t true. The estimated
number of people who have died in the last 5,000 years
is about six billion, which is quite close to the current
world population. But the truth is that modern humans
appeared around 100,000 years ago. Most experts
believe the number of dead in human history is over 60
billion, at least ten times more than the number of
people alive today.

6 Speaking

2

It’s essential to drink at least eight glasses of water a
day.
This is a myth. Our bodies lose water daily, and we
need to replace it. But actually a lot of the water we
need is provided by the food we eat. And we don’t have
to drink only water – we can take in water by drinking
milk, tea, fruit juice and other soft drinks, although tap
water is the cheapest option if it’s safe to drink. The
sensible thing is to drink regularly so you don’t get
thirsty – obviously you are likely to want to drink more
after taking exercise, or when the weather is hot.

•

We use only ten percent of our brains.
This is nonsense. In fact, brain scans and other tests
show that most of the brain is used at one time or
another during a normal day. We use different parts of
our brain for different activities, for example, reading,
taking exercise, watching TV, listening to music,

•

3
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•

Students look at the expressions in the box for
correcting information. The five expressions are all used
in the Reality Check article. Ask students to find these
expressions in the article and see how they are used.
Give students one minute to look at their notes for
exercise 5. Students then tell each other the facts
about the three statements. They start by saying Many
people think that … and include one of the
expressions for correcting information.

7 Writing
Students choose one of the statements and write a
paragraph about it. Ask students to use some of the
language from the Reality Check article, their notes
from exercise 5 and an expression for correcting
information from exercise 6. Encourage more confident
students not to copy their notes but to use their own
words.
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Optional activity
Students write a short paragraph about a ‘reality check’
of their own, eg Many people think that it would be
wonderful to be rich and famous. The truth is that
people who are rich and famous often have a difficult
life.

10 Phrasebook

•
•

Ask students to look through the unit to find the
expressions, and see how they are used.
Play the recording, pausing after each expression for
students to continue or respond.
Recording
That’s a different matter. (Lesson 1, exercise 2)
Not at all. (Lesson 1, exercise 2)
Do you realise that …? (Lesson 1, exercise 2)
What’s wrong with that? (Lesson 1, exercise 6)
It’s not a good idea to … (Lesson 1, exercise 2)
It didn’t work. (Lesson 3, exercise 2)
It’s nonsense. (Lesson 4, exercise 2)
On the other hand … (Lesson 4, exercise 2)
The sensible thing is to … (Lesson 4, exercise 5)

Learner Independence
8

•

The aim is to show students one way to help
remember new words and to show them all the
aspects of a word which are useful to know. The
exercise also consolidates words from the unit.
With a less confident class, do the first one together
as an example. Point out that the answers can be
organised as a word map, eg

•

noun or verb

building, eg
house, hotel

•
delay, say

DECAY
tooth decay

•

when something is
slowly destroyed by a
natural process

Students answer all the questions for each of the
words. Students then compare their answers with a
partner and answer the final two questions.
Optional activities
• Students work in groups of three and do two words
each and then exchange information.
• Each student finds a different word from the unit
and answers the five questions. They then tell their
partner the answers to the questions. Their partner
listens and guesses the word they are describing.

9

•
•

Individually, students write sentences that could
come before five of the expressions. They say their
sentence to their partner who chooses the correct
expression to continue or respond. Monitor and help
as necessary.
Students can add expressions they like to their
Personal Phrasebooks.

The aim is to build students’ vocabulary by looking at
noun and adjective forms. The exercise also makes
students aware of some typical noun and adjective
suffixes and some irregular forms.
Students can try to complete the chart first and then
check by looking back through the unit.
Answers
acid–acidic, danger–dangerous, harm–harmless,
health–healthy, herb–herbal, illness–ill,
importance–important, reality–real, risk–risky,
sense–sensible, strength–strong, thirst–thirsty, truth–true

•

Follow-up activities
In groups, students prepare a news bulletin in which
information previously believed to be true is
revealed as being false, eg Research now shows
that drinking a glass of red wine a day is good for
you. Students can use real information or invent it.
There are three roles: a news presenter, a journalist
and someone relevant to the story who is
interviewed by the journalist. Students act out the
news bulletin and have a class vote on the best
performance and the most original idea.
• Students choose ten words from this lesson and
previous lessons in the unit and make anagrams.
They exchange lists and see who can rewrite all the
words correctly first.

•

Homework
Students ask friends and family whether they think the
six statements in exercise 1 are true or false. They then
write a report on their results. Suggest expressions
students could use, eg Nobody believed …, Most people
believed …, My parents knew … .
Weblink
Students may like to visit this website where they can
read more interesting facts about the human brain:
http://www.thethinkingbusiness.co.uk/brainfacts.htm

Optional activities
• Fast finishers mark the stress on words in the
exercise which have more than one syllable.
• Students race to write down three more nouns
ending in -th, -ance, -ness or adjectives ending in
-ous, -ant or -y.
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UNIT 1 COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY
Student’s Book p106 and p116
Aim: to review after/before …-ing and vocabulary related
to cooking.
• Students read the instructions and their half of the
recipe. If students know this dish, they can probably
work out beef. If not, be ready to explain/translate it.
• Give students time to consider the order of their own
sentences. With a less confident class, As can work
together and Bs can work together to do this. Remind
students that Student A has the first sentence and B
has the last sentence.
• Students then work in pairs, A with B, to complete the
recipe. Remind students not to show their sentences
to their partner. Students note the order of the
sentences. Monitor and help as necessary.
• Check answers by asking different students to read
sentences from the recipe in order. Ask students Have
you ever had/cooked this? Do you cook it in the same
way? Would you like to try it/cook it?
Answers
First, chop the onion, garlic, carrot and bacon into small
pieces.
Then heat half the oil in a frying pan and fry the bacon for
a minute. Add the chopped onion, garlic and carrot, and fry
until they are soft.
After frying the vegetables, add the chopped tomatoes. Stir
and cook for a few minutes.

30

Now take the cooked vegetables and tomatoes out of the
frying pan and put on one side.
Put the frying pan back on the heat, add the rest of the oil
and fry the minced beef until it is brown.
Then add the cooked beef to the tomatoes and vegetables.
Season with pepper and salt.
After adding the beef to the vegetables, pour the red wine
into the frying pan and turn up the heat.
When the wine has come to the boil, put the beef and
vegetable mixture back into the frying pan, and add a litre
of water. Cook the sauce very slowly for two hours, stirring
from time to time.
When the sauce has cooked for two hours, boil 3–4 litres of
water in a saucepan.
Put the spaghetti in the boiling water, add salt and stir for a
few seconds.
When the spaghetti is cooked, drain it. Spoon the sauce over
the spaghetti.
Sprinkle with Parmesan cheese and serve immediately.

Revision and Extension p17
Workbook Unit 1 Lesson 4 pp8–9
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Inspiration Extra!

Student’s Book p16

P R O J E C T Cooking Around the World File

G A M E Acrosswords

1

•

•

Students look at the photos. For each one, ask What
can you see in the photo? What country is this food
from? (Tortillas with tomato and chili – Mexico; curry,
rice and poppadoms – India).
Explain that the aim of the project is to write about
food from different countries.
Divide the students into groups and appoint a
‘secretary’ for each group. The ‘secretary’ is
responsible for taking notes for the group.
Students first write a list of different national kinds of
cooking. Each group then chooses three and writes a
list of typical dishes for each. Finally the group
chooses one dish for each of the three national kinds
of cooking to write about. The group makes notes on
why they chose those three dishes, eg they like the
dish, they would like to know how to make it, their
mother makes it, they don’t know much about it.

•
•
•

•

•

2

•
•

Students look at the prompts and make notes about
their three dishes.
Students use the Internet or a library to find more
information. If this is difficult for your students, print out
information from the Internet: search for the dishes
they have chosen using a search engine such as
www.google.com or www.yahoo.com. Encourage
students to bring pictures to class to illustrate their file.

Optional activity
Do one as a class competition. Choose a word from the
unit, eg unhealthy, and write it on the board as shown in
the example. Students work in teams to find words and
win points.

S K E T C H The Expert

•

3

•

Working together in a group, students compare the
information they have found. They select the
information they are going to include and organise the
information into paragraphs. Students read the texts
through carefully to correct any mistakes. Monitor and
help as necessary. They copy their texts out neatly
and illustrate their file with photos or drawings.
Students show their file to other groups. Display the
files in the classroom if possible.

•

Optional activities
Students write five questions for readers of their file
to answer.
Students prepare and give an oral presentation on
their dishes. The class decide which they would
most like to try.

•
•

Ask students to read instructions carefully and look at
the example. Check comprehension by asking: Where
do you find the word? (in Unit 1) Do you choose a long
or a short word? (long) How many times do you write
it on the paper? (three) Give students three minutes to
find a suitable word, copy it onto a piece of paper as
shown in the example, and make a second copy for
their partner.
Use the example to show that they need to find words
that begin with the letter on the right and finish with
the letter on the left. Tell students they win a point for
each letter so the student in the example has 25
points (not including the first and last letters). If
possible, provide students with dictionaries.
Divide students into A and B. A gives B a copy of
their paper. Students count up their scores. B then
gives A a copy of their paper and they compete
again. At the end, students total their scores to find
out who the winner in their pair is and who the overall
class winner is.

•
•

The aim is for students to enjoy using their English
while also reviewing language presented in this unit
and getting valuable stress and intonation practice.
Ask the students to look at the title and the cartoon.
With a more confident class, play the recording with
books closed. With a less confident class, play the
recording while the students follow in their books.
Recording
See text on page 16 of the Student’s Book.

•

•

Divide the class into two equal groups and play the
recording again, with one group repeating the man’s
role in chorus and the other group repeating the
woman’s role. Encourage students to exaggerate
stress and intonation.
Ask the students to close their books and play the
recording again. Then ask the students to work in
pairs and practise the sketch. Choose several pairs to
act out the sketch in front of the class.
Optional activity
Make an audio or video recording of students
performing the sketch if possible.
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B O DY A N D M I N D
REVISION

CONSTRUCTION

Lesson 1
Students’ own answers

Answers
1 going, to understand
2 to help, having
3 to take, to risk having
4 setting
5 to lock
6 meeting
7 to explain
8 taking
9 to give

Lesson 2
Answers
A bread knife is for slicing bread.
A cheese grater is for grating cheese.
A coffee maker is for making coffee.
A corkscrew is for opening bottles.
A frying pan is for frying food.
A kettle is for boiling water.
A tin opener is for opening tins.
A toaster is for making toast.
Lesson 3
Students’ own answers

EXTENSION
Lesson 1
Students’ own answers
Lesson 2
Students’ own answers

REFLECTION
Answers
gerund
infinitive
forget, try
remember + infinitive
remember + gerund
either
same

ACTION

•

Students work in small groups. Make sure each group
has chosen six topics and one letter and that no
students are using a dictionary.
Students could report back on who scored the highest.

Lesson 3
Students’ own answers

•

YOUR CHOICE!

INTERACTION

•
•

•

•

Students choose which activity to do and work in
groups or individually as appropriate.
Monitor and help. Check answers if necessary or
provide written answers for students to check their
own work.
Encourage students to experiment with other learning
styles and try one of the other activities of their choice.

•

Students work in small groups. and think about the
three topics. They take turns to talk to their group.
Encourage the listeners to ask questions.
Students could report back to the rest of the class on
any interesting points.

Grammar Summary p109
Workbook Unit 1 Inspiration Extra! pp10–11
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East and West

Student’s Book p18

1 Vocabulary

•

•

•

Tell students that the topic of the lesson is East and
West. Students look at the photos of scenes from
different countries. Ask Which country do you think
this is? (China; the UK) What do the photos show us
about East and West? (Modern city living is the same
in both East and West.)
Look at the photos of the four teenagers. Point out the
two questions they were asked. Ask students to
predict what the teenagers will talk about, eg
technology, houses, religion. Students read the texts
to check their predictions.
Ask students to find the words in the reading texts and
match the words with the definitions.

4h

5f

6b

7i

8a

9g

10 c

2 Comprehension
Students read the statements and then read the texts
again to find the answers. Ask students to underline in
the text where they found each answer. Check the
answers and where they can be found as a whole
class.
Answers
1 A
2 M
3 T, M
4 T
5 W
6 A
7 W, M
8 M
9 W
10 M

•

•

Students read the questions and think about their
answers. Organise students into small groups to ask
and then discuss their answers to the questions.
Encourage students to note each other’s answers as
these notes will be useful for the following writing
exercise.
Monitor and note examples of good language and
errors made. Write these on the board and ask
students to identify and correct the errors.
For each question, ask a different group to report their
discussion back to the class.

4 Writing
3e

Optional activities
• With a confident class, students cover the words
and try to find/recall the word in the text for each
definition.
• Fast finishers mark the stress on the words.

•

3 Speaking

•

Recording
See text on pages 18 and 19 of the Student’s Book.
Answers
1d 2j

Optional activity
Students cover the texts and, in pairs, try to recall the
opinions of the four teenagers.

•

Students choose the question which most interests
them from exercise 3 and write two paragraphs
answering it.
Optional activity
Students read each other’s paragraphs. They put a tick
next to any opinions they agree with.
Weblink
Students may like to visit the following website where
they can discuss global issues with young people from
around the world:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/mbnewsround/F2706285

Workbook Culture pp12–13
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